Lairamore, Ivy’s Ever After. Per tradition, Princess Ivy
is locked in a tower and guarded by a dragon until she
can be rescued. What is not traditional is when Ivy
escapes with the help of her dragon guard and goes on
a quest to find her fairy godmother.

Dragons!

Loehr, Dragon Egg. A dragon’s egg rolls out of its nest
Bruchac, Dragon Castle. When Prince Rashko is left in
charge of the castle while his parents are away he has
enough to deal with before the evil Baron Temny
arrives with his army. Can Prince Rashko channel the
energy of a magical dragon in order to keep his home
safe? (Teen Fiction)

Cowell, How to Train Your
Dragon series. Hiccup

Horrendous Haddock III, the
Viking chief’s son, must catch
and train a dragon for the test
that will determine his future.

and through many obstacles before bumping against a
rock and cracking open. Is Baby Dragon okay?
(J-Reader)

Martin, The Ice Dragon. Seven-

year-old Adara was born during the
coldest winter of the year, and since
then has always loved winter when
the ice lizards come. After
becoming friends with a mysterious
ice dragon, Adara finds she will need its help
to defeat the fire dragons and save her family!

Stewart, If That Breathes Fire, We’re Toast!

Dadey, Debbie Dragons
Don’t Throw Snowballs (Adventures of
the Bailey School Kids) In another Bailey School Kids

adventure, the kids are investigating a mad scientist that
they believe can create dragons from snow!

D’Lacey, The Fire Within. (1st in the Last Dragon

Chronicles) When student David Rain decides to move
into a strange house filled with clay dragons, he has no
idea that he will get his own personalized dragon and
be inspired to write an important story.

DiTerlizzi, Kenny & the Dragon. Kenny the rabbit

befriends a dragon his father brings home, and soon has
to find a way to save him from a town mob that wants
to destroy him!

Gannett, My Father’s Dragon. A

young boy runs away from home
to rescue a baby dragon that is
being kept by the lazy animals of
Wild Island. Eye-catching pictures
and a fun adventure make this
tale a must-read!

George, Dragon Slippers (1 in series) Creel
is an orphan who befriends a dragon under strange
circumstances. When Creel picks some blue slippers
from the dragon’s hoard, a series of adventures and
troubles soon follow.
st

Kingsley, Erec Rex: The Dragon’s Eye. (1st in series) In
the quest to save his mother, who has disappeared, 12year-old Erec Rex enters a magical world of kings,
queens, and strange and fascinating creatures.

When Rick and his mother move to Tucson he is not
too happy about the change, but when they get a firebreathing, time-traveling dragon to replace their broken
furnace, his new life starts to get more interesting.

Dragons in Teen Fiction:
Baker, Tales of the Frog Princess series
Carey, Dragon’s Keep
Fletcher, Flight of the Dragon Kyn
Funke, Dragon Rider
Lake, The Coming of Dragons
Paolini, Inheritance series (Eragon is 1 st in series)
Vande Velde, Dragon’s Bait
Wrede, Enchanted Forest Chronicles (Dealing with
Dragons 1st in series)
Yep, Dragon series
Yolen, Pit Dragon Trilogy (Dragon’s Blood 1st in series)

Dragons in Children’s J-Nonfiction:
Drake, Dr. Ernest Drake’s Dragonology Handbook: A
Practical Course in Dragons J398.469 D761D
Drake, Dr. Ernest Drakes Dragonology: The Complete
Book of Dragons J398.2454 D761D
Gibbons, Behold!- The Dragons J398.469 G441B
Topsell, How to Raise and Keep a Dragon J398.2454
T675H
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